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Have you wondered how the color gets applied to the paper? Well, this is where printer heads come
into the picture. When a person buys a printer. it is essential he knows what he is getting and how
the machine actually functions. This is a great way to repair the machines on your own as well.

What are print heads?

The print head applies colorant to the paper. The application of the color and how it is done
depends on what type of printer you have. If you have a laser one, laser tends to attract the toner to
the paper and this forms images, characters and fonts. If you have the old fashioned dot matrix,
then it is a little different. There are pins inside which pushes the ink out and help in imprinting
characters, images and fonts.  Inkjet printer is some whet similar to laser ones they practically spray
the colorant o the paper to form images. Whether inkjet, dot matrix or laser, all of the have print
heads which ensures smooth pushing off of the colorant and hence maintaining this small part of the
big machine is crucial. Sometimes they get clogged. In such a scenario, printers can conk off or the
print quality is very bad!

Some Pointers about print heads

â€¢When you are buying a new printer, make sure the print head is included and is firmly in place. Not
all printers come with these parts. So make sure you have it

â€¢In certain models, print heads get clogged less and in some you need to  maintain it very well. Visit
us at 123inkfast.com to know more about intricate details. Our agents will guide to the best suited
printer for you, keeping in mind all your needs

â€¢Make sure your print head is sturdy enough so that you do not have to change or repair it every
few weeks. Ask one of our agents at 123inkfast to guide you appropriately. We are there for you 24/7

â€¢Remember it is a tradeoff between necessity for cleaning every few weeks or getting an expensive
print head. Choice is yours

â€¢	Laser printers have one of the best print heads and need minimal maintenance from the consumer.
But laser printers are not suitable for all. See your needs and then decide

Before buying from a plethora of options from 123inkfast.com, ask our customer service to guide
you in the best fashion!
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own as well.
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